1 Rule

As the final project, please choose one or two papers of a given topic and write a coherent essay summarizing the paper(s). In preparing the essay, please note the following:

- Clearly summarize the statistical/mathematical model, the technical assumptions and the main results (e.g., upper bounds, lower bounds, etc).
- Read the proof carefully (for conference papers see their full version), sketch the major steps, and present the key ideas.
- Discuss in your opinion the most innovative/challenging part of the paper and why it is interesting. It is also valuable to present your critiques on the paper such as certain argument which you find unclear or suboptimal.

2 Reading list

Community detection and synchronization

- Reconstruction on trees and SBM: [YP22], [MSS22]
- Message passing and non-backtracking matrix: [BLM18], [DM15] – Yihan, [AS18]
- Spectral method: [LL20], [MM18]
- Convex relaxation: [HWX16], [CL14], [CLX15], [FM17], [FC22], [GZ22], [CY21] – Heejune
- Information-percolation method: [PW20] – Ruixiao, [ABA20]

Statistical-computational tradeoffs

- Average-case reduction: [MW15], [HWX15], [GMZ], [BBH18], [BBH19], [LZ22]
- Low-degree polynomial framework: [KWB22] (survey, do not choose), [SW22], [Wei22b], [MWZ23], [Wei22a] – Peiyuan (and the earlier [GJW20]), [MW21], [BBH+21] – Fred
- Overlap gap property and free energy well: [Gam21] (survey, do not choose), [GJS21], [AWZ22], [GK21]
Random graph matching

- Information-theoretic analysis: [CK17] and [WXY22] – Kaylee, [GML21], [DD22], [RS21]
- From tree matching to graph matching: [GMS22], [GM20] – Haoyu
- Spectral method and convex relaxation: [FMWX22a, FMWX22b] – Leon
- Combinatorial algorithms: [DMWX21], [MRT23], [DDG22], [DL22]
- Planted Matching problem (linear assignment): [MMX21], [DWXY21]
- Geometric models: [KNW22], [WWXY22]
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